THE CHALLENGE: EXCEPTION-CAPABLE AGENT SYSTEMS
A critical challenge to creating effective agent-based systems is allowing them to operate effectively when, as is typical for many domains ranging tirn manufacturing to office work to military information gathering, the operating environment is complex, dynamic, and error-prone [l-5] . In such domains, we can expect to utilize a highly diverse set of agents; some have fairly sophisticated coordination capabilities, but many will be simple encapsulations of legacy applications. New tasks, agents and other resources can be expected to appear and disappear in unpredictable ways. Communication channels can fail or be compromised, agents can "die" (break down) or make mistakes, inadequate responses to the appearance of new tasks or resources can lead to missed opportunities or inappropriate resource allocations, unanticipated agent inter-dependencies can lead to systemic problems like multi-agent conflicts, "circular wait" deadlocks, and so on. All of these departures Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for prolit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise. to republish, to post on serwrs or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. dell 62 mit.edu tirn "ideal" collaborative behavior can be called exceptions. The result of inadequate exception handling is the potential for systemic problems such as clogged networks, wasted resources, poor performance, system shutdowns, and security vulnerabilities. In this paper we will review the limitations of current "agentlocal" approaches to exception handling in agent systems, and propose an alternative "shared service" approach that offers simplified agent development as well as more effective and easier to modify exception handling behavior. Initial versions of this service have been developed and tested in the multiagent collaborative design conflict management domain; we will describe our preliminary results as well as our future plans.
2.
CONTRIBUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT WORK Current approaches to agent exception handling have serious limitations in terms of agent development cost and the effectiveness of system-wide exception handling behavior. The standard approach has been to "compile in" complicated and carefully coordinated exception handling behaviors into all problem-solving agents. This is, however, fundamentally problematic, since the causes, manifestations and resolutions for agent system exceptions are inherently systemic and context-sensitive rather than localizable to any particular agent. A circular wait deadlock, for example (where several agents are all stalled waiting for inputs fi-om each other) can only be detected as a pattern of agent interactions, and can only be resolved by changing that pattern (e.g. by replacing one agent with another that has different input requirements). Agent developers must thus anticipate all the contexts in which the agent may be used, but this is extremely difficult. No systematic methodology is available, however, to help developers identify all relevant exception types and resolution strategies. Making changes in exception handling behavior is difficult because it potentially requires coordinated changes in multiple agents. Agents become much harder to maintain, understand and reuse because the relatively simple normative behavior of an agent becomes obscured by a potentially large body of code devoted to handling exceptional conditions. Finally, it is unrealistic to expect that all agents will have sophisticated exception handling capabilities built in. In many cases we will have to be able to operate with agents whose design incorporates only the most basic capabilities. A few efforts have done some preliminary exploration of the use of distinct exception handling services. This work has occurred predominantly in the context of business process enactment [l-3, 5, 61, manufacturing control [7-91 and planning [ 10, 111. The process enactment and manufacturing work, in general, has either not evolved to the point of constituting a computational model, or has been applied to a very limited range of domains (e.g. just software engineering or flexible manufacturing cell control) and exception types (e.g. just inappropriate task assignments). The planning work, by contrast, has developed a range of computational models but their ability to redesign a multi-agent work process in response to an exception is contingent upon the planning approach having been used to develop the original work process. This requirement is difficult or impossible to satisfy in an environment where the work process emerges dynamically via the interaction of multiple heterogeneous agents.
OUR APPROACH: A SHARED EXCEPTION HANDLING SERVICE
Our approach transcends the limitations of current approaches by creating a shared exception handling service that can be "plugged", with little or no customization, into existing agent systems to add the ability to function in exception-prone environments. This service can be viewed as a kind of "coordination doctor"; it knows about the different ways multi-agent systems can get "sick", actively looks systemwide for symptoms of such "illnesses", and prescribes specific interventions instantiated for this particular instance tiom a body of general treatment procedures. Agents need only implement their normative behavior plus a minimal set of interfaces that assume only that each agent can report on its own behavior and modify its own actions to at least some extent. This vision is realized by building on four key innovations:
We define a clear division of labor. Problem solving agents focus on executing their own "normal" problem solving behavior, while the exception handling agents focus on detecting and resolving exceptions in the agent ensemble as a whole.
The exception handling service applies a knowledge base of generic exception handling detection, diagnosis and resolution expertise which can be applied to a wide range of domains.
The "cost of admission" is only that agents understand a standard language providing at least a basic level of selfawareness and self-modifiability, comparable to what is required of agents capable of reasonably sophisticated coordination in exception-free contexts.
This service can be implemented as a set of standard agents that can be "plugged" in to any agent system whose agents support the language interfaces described above. We describe our approach in more details in the paragraphs below.
tion Handline PXD& The key element underlying our approach is the simple but powerful notion that generic and reusable exception handling expertise can be usefully separated tiom the knowledge used by agents to do their "normal" work. There is substantial evidence for the validity of this claim. Early work on expert systems development revealed that it is useful to separate domainspecific problem solving and generic control knowledge [ 12, 131. Analogous insights were also confirmed in the domains of collaborative design conflict management 1141 and in preliminary work on process exception management [ 151. Generic exception management strategies are easy to find [ 161. Some examples include:
if an agent plan has failed, backtrack to a different plan for achieving the same goal if a highly serial process is operating too slowly to meet an impending deadline, and the subtasks have only serial dependencies, use pipelining (i.e. releasing results for earlier subtasks before later subtasks are completed) to increase concurrency if an agent receives garbled data, trace the problem back to the original source of the faulty data, eliminate all decisions that were corrupted by this error, and start again if an agent may be late in producing a time-critical output, see whether the consumer agent will accept a less accurate output in exchange for a quicker response if multiple agents are causing wasteful overhead by frequently trading the use of a scarce shared resource, change the resource sharing policy such that each agent gets to use the resource for a longer time if a new high-performance resource applicable to a timecritical task becomes available, consider reallocating the task from its current agent to the new agent if an agent in a serial production line fails to perform a task, try to re-allocate the task to an appropriately skilled agent further down the line It is our experience that such strategies are easy to acquire tiom a wide range of research literature sources, as well as by generalizing from the vast range of exception handling cases we all encounter. We have identified about 300 strategies to date; more details will be given below. . . rc Classlficatlon: A useful metaphor for organizing such expertise, we have found, is to treat exception handling (EH) as a heuristic classification process [17] analogous to that used in medical diagnosis. In this approach, an exception manifestation (i.e. symptom), once detected, is mapped to candidate diagnoses in a pre-defined taxonomy of generic underlying causes; generic strategies associated with these diagnoses are then instantiated into candidate exception resolution plans, one of which is then selected and executed: 
Process Status
The approach thus instantiates generic exception handling expertise into specific situations. The EH service communicates with agents using pre-defined languages for learning about the exception(s) (the query language) and for describing exception resolution actions (the action language). Agents can take any form as long as they are capable of responding appropriately to at least a minimum subset of these query and action languages. tion Detection; The first step in detecting exceptions is, of course, having a model of what the "correct" behavior for the multi-agent system is. When an agent is introduced into a multi-agent system, therefore, it must register at least a rudimentary model of its normative behavior with the exception handling service. This model is mapped to a list of the failure modes that are known to occur for that kind of normative behavior, and sentinels are generated to detect those modes. Failure mode identification is done making use of a taxonomy of generic problem solving processes wherein each process is annotated with the different ways it can fail. When a new agent is registered, we merely identify the generic processes corresponding to that agent's behavior, and derive the applicable failure modes from that. For example, it is typical for agents to require the output of another agent. The processes for managing such "flow" dependencies need to make sure that the right thing gets to the right place at the right time [18] . This immediately implies a set of possible failure modes including an input being late ("wrong time"), of the wrong type ("wrong thing") and so on. Similar analyses can be done for other generic processes, e.g. resource sharing, diagnosis, synthesis, market-based coordination and so on. We are building for this purpose upon the process taxonomy being developed in the context of the MlT Process Handbook. The Handbook is a substantive (3700+ entity) and growing repository of coordination mechanisms and other problem solving processes [ 18-201 which has been under development for roughly the past five years in the MIT Center for Coordination Science. Our work to date in performing failure mode analysis has revealed a wide range of exception types [15] . Exceptions in general involve violations of some either implicit or explicit assumption underlying a collaborative work process (e.g. stability of resources, correctness of output etc.) and can include change in resources, organizational structure, agent system policies, task requirements or task priority. They can also include incorrectly performed tasks, missed due dates, resource contentions between two or more distinct processes, unexpected opportunities to merge or eliminate tasks, conflicts between actions taken in different process steps and so on. Every failure mode can have associated with it a script that searches for the pattern of agent behavior corresponding to that failure. These scripts, once instantiated, play the role of "sentinels" that alert the exception handling service when the condition they were created to detect has occurred. A typical sentinel, for example, may check for a task becoming late, violation of resource limits, circular wait patterns, and so on. To define these scripts, we build upon pattern matching tools developed in previous work [21] . Dw The diagnosis mechanisms works by traversing a taxonomy of possible exception diagnoses based on the presenting symptoms as well as information about the process model being enacted. This is a "shallow model" approach [22] because it is based on compiled empirical and heuristic expertise rather than first principles. This approach is appropriate for domains, such as medical diagnosis, where complete and consistent first-principle-based behavioral models do not exist. An important characteristic of heuristic classification is that the diagnoses represent hypotheses rather than guaranteed deductions: multiple diagnoses may be suggested by the same symptoms, and often the only way to verify a diagnosis is to see if the associated prescriptions are effective.
The diagnosis hierarchy, in our current model, is structured as a decision tree wherein the system starts at the top most abstract diagnosis and attempts to refine it to more specific diagnoses by traversing down the tree and selecting the appropriate decision branches by asking questions, expressed as query language statements, of the relevant problem solving agents. For example, if the system is assessing whether the diagnosis of "circular wait deadlock" applies, it may ask agents for which other agents they are waiting for inputs from. This traversal can result in more than one candidate diagnosis, since multiple causes may be suggested by the same symptoms. beution Resolution: Once one or more candidate diagnoses for an exception have been identified, the next step is to generate, using a knowledge base of generic exception resolution strategies, specific plans for resolving the problem. A diagnosis class will often have several potential resolution strategies. Since they may not all be applicable for a particular exception, a decision tree procedure identical to that used to select diagnoses is used to find the generic strategies for a given diagnosis. Strategies are represented as executable script templates whose actions are described using the action language. Every template has "slots" which are tilled with context-specific values, found using query language queries, to produce specific exception resolution plans. The resolution strategy "backtrack to untried plan for goal", for example, would include slots for the goal and plan that are filled in by asking the affected agent what goal is was trying to achieve, and what other plans are available for achieving that same goal. Typically, many possible candidate plans can be generated for a given exception. We can backtrack, for example, in as many ways as there are alternative plans. In our previous work we have found that a relatively small collection of domainindependent heuristics (e.g. "pick the plan that makes the smallest change") has been effective in producing a useful ranking of candidate exception resolution plans. The 0~ and m As we have seen, the query and action languages represent the medium by which the exception handling service interacts with the problem solving agents to detect, diagnose and resolve exceptions. The query language is used to get agent state information, and the action language is used to modify it.
The query language we use builds upon that developed in earlier systems [16, 231 extending it to include queries concerning normative agent behavior models. The query language is relatively large, and we will make the effort to consolidate it into a smaller set of critical query types. The action language, in contrast, consists we have found of a relatively small set of operators [16] . These include changing the process model (re-ordering, deleting or adding new tasks; changing the resources allocated to a task; canceling tasks) and changing the work package contents. Our experience to date has shown that agents do not have to understand all of the query or action language primitives in order to benefit tIom the exception handling service, but the more primitives they can understand, the more effective the exception handling service is likely to be. This is because the more generic exception diagnoses and resolution strategies tend to require only the simplest and easiest to implement queries and actions, but the more sophisticated (and presumably more effective) diagnoses and resolutions use the more "advanced" primitives. The query and action languages can be viewed as representing a "price of admission" to our approach. These languages only require, however, that the individual problem solving agents be able to describe their own behavior as well as a modify their own actions; the exception handling service is responsible for understanding how local knowledge and actions can be coordinated to produce a globally effective exception response. Previous DA1 research suggests, moreover, that for many cases we want our agents to have roughly that level of selfawareness and self-modifiability in order to support effective coordination even in the absence of exceptions [24] . chrtecture; The capabilities described above can be implemented straightforwardly as agents that can simply be plugged-in to an existing agent system with suitable interfaces: This architecture consists of exception handling agents, problem solving agents as well as the agent systems infrastructure, all of which must support at least the base level query and action languages. When a new agent is created, the "new agent registration" agent takes a description of its normative behavior and creates sentinels (exception detection agents) as necessary to look for evidence of dysfunctional behavior. Should a sentinel detect such symptoms, this information is sent to a "diagnosis" agent which produces a ranked set of candidate diagnoses. These in turn are sent to the resolution agent which defines a resolution plan instantiated in the form of a "resolution" (exception resolution) agent. We can have redundant copies of these agents, thereby increasing performance and addressing potential failures in the exception handling agents themselves. man in the Loop; While the architecture above has been presented as a fully automated one, in at least some cases it will make sense to include a human "executive manager" in the loop. Our previous work in this area, for example, used human input to modify the ranking of diagnoses and resolution plans proposed by the exception handling service, and thereby direct the system in the direction the human users considered more appropriate 1251. We have found that the exception handling service can help human users better understand and more creatively resolve exceptions, even if they did not use the particular resolutions proposed by the system.
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EVALUATION: CONTRIBUTION TO IMPROVING AGENT-BASED SYSTEMS
The ideas described in this paper have already been substantially validated through nearly a decade of development and evaluation of successful systems for resolving multi-agent exceptions in the collaborative design [14, 16, 261 and collaborative requirements capture [21] domains. This led to the development of the basic heuristic classification approach, software tools for exception diagnosis and resolution, a substantive standardized language for communication between agents and the exception handling service, a highly expressive rationale capture language [23] , as well as a substantive and growing knowledge base of exception resolution heuristics. More recent work has begun applying these ideas to a broader range of exception types [ 15, 27, . abandon low level goals before high level goals
Our results to date suggest that the exception handling service approach enables two classes of important benefits: l easier a-t develova This approach makes it much easier to develop, understand, maintain and reuse problem solving agents, since developers can focus on their normative behavior without having to build in responses to all possible exceptions. This greatly reduces the cost of achieving the transparent agent interoperability that underlies the appeal of agent systems. Another advantage is that this approach does not rely on the existence of powerful exception-handling support facilities in every agent's implementation language. l si to :er i We are less likely to miss important failure modes, and will probably use better exception resolution practices, by taking advantage of a systematically accumulated knowledge base of exception handling "best practices". It will also be much easier, we believe, to specify and modify systemic exception-handling expertise if it is treated as a functional unit rather than captured as a series of carefully designed interlocking behaviors spread over myriads of diverse agents. These benefits translate into more reliable, predictable and efficient agent-based system operation.
FUTURE WORK
We plan to follow two inter-related tracks in out future work:
(1) further development of the exception handling knowledge base and underlying diagnostic technology, and (2) further evaluation of this technology in both simulated and "realworld" testbed contexts. Technical issues we currently consider important include extending the diagnostic approach to be able to handle multiple simultaneous exceptions in a coordinated way [29] , as well as reducing as much as possible the size of the query/action languages that agents need to understand in order to interact effectively with the exception handling service. We also plan to explore "model-based" diagnostic approaches [30, 311 which have been applied with good results to explaining faults in that subclass of systems where complete behavioral models exist Our evaluation plan consists of a graded series of experiments, occurring first in a simulated agents testbed (where we have the maximum flexibility in designing the test scenarios), and then transitioning to an externally developed testbed (to assess and demonstrate the ability to extend a pre-extending agent system with out exception handling technology). The simulated testbed will evaluate agent system behavior using such heuristics as problem solving time, effectiveness of resource utilization, the understandability of the agent ensemble behavior to human observers, ability of problem solving agents to work in multiple ensemble contexts w/o modification, and the ability to control the tradeoff between exception handling and problem solving effort. We currently plan to do our first tests in the manufacturing logistics domain. The second testbed will enable a "technology integration experiment" wherein we explore integration of out exception handling technology into a agent system not originally designed for that purpose. This will allow us to assess and demonstrate the ability of out technology to be "plugged in" to other testbeds, help us identify the knowledge base and query/action language enhancements needed, if any, and provide insights into how integration can best be done. We can therefore view this as a "final rehearsal" for adoption of our technology by agent system developers outside of out project team. We are currently considering, for this purpose, the MIT AI Lab's "Intelligent Room", a large real-time agent-based information gathering/presentation system [32-341.
